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Students Mourn Loss of Professor

CHELSEA BAHFF

The town hall covers programs changes for the University

MELANIE BURTON

reminded students about the school of Business auditorium to ask the President on Academic Renewal.

The President commissioned on Academic Renewal (CAR) will be held Monday March 31st in the School of Social Work auditorium at 4:30 PM. The meeting will include a discussion of changes that have been made to the curricula and programs at the University. Attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions and provide feedback. The meeting is open to all students, faculty, and staff. Please come and share your thoughts and ideas.

The town hall will provide a forum for students, faculty, and staff to discuss the changes made to the University's programs.

The current administration has made efforts to improve the academic programs and curricula. However, faculty and students have expressed concerns about the changes and their impacts on students, programs, and the University's mission. The town hall meeting is an opportunity for the administration to listen to student, faculty, and staff feedback and address their concerns.

The town hall meeting will be held in the School of Social Work auditorium. Refreshments will be served, and attendees are encouraged to bring their questions and ideas to share. The meeting is open to all students, faculty, and staff. Please join us and share your thoughts and ideas.

The town hall meeting is an opportunity for the administration to listen to student, faculty, and staff feedback and address their concerns. It is an important event for the University community to participate in and ensure that the changes made to the programs are beneficial to all.

The town hall meeting will be held in the School of Social Work auditorium. Refreshments will be served, and attendees are encouraged to bring their questions and ideas to share. The meeting is open to all students, faculty, and staff. Please join us and share your thoughts and ideas.
"It's no use of talking unless people understand what you say."

~Zora Neale Hurston~

The Hilltop Newspaper celebrates 85 years of continuous news to Howard Students and the community, and remaining The Daily Student Voice of Howard University
Howard Alumnus Says Plans Halted, Seeks to Help HU

Howard Alumnus Says Plans Halted, Seeks to Help HU

News

The deadline for applications for the Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager positions has been extended!

Hey! You have until next Friday, April 2 to submit your applications for the Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager positions. Sign up now to be part of our team!

Student Activities, Room 117 in Blackburn!

Howard University

PASTOR BROWN

Rock Capital Entertainment
cordially invite you and a guest to a special advance screening of

THE HILTOP

Monday, March 29, 2010
8:30 p.m. screening design

Special thanks to the following sponsors:

McGee/Brady, Howard University Alumni Council, Howard University Athletics, Howard Student Government, Howard University Student Life, Howard University\n
Sponsorship opportunities available

For more information, visit www.thehilltop.com or call 1-800-794-0544

Thanks to all of our sponsors!
Sprint Debuts Nation’s First 4G Handset

By Alex K. Barnes

Sprint will debut the HTC Evo 4G, the company’s first WiMax cellular phone and marks, its first commercially available 4G handset this summer.

The “electronics world” was recently “shaken” by Sprint as it announced on Thursday, May 20, 2010, WiMax show “a connection that brings together the power and benefits of mobile broadband, mobile computing, and data networking.”

Industry leaders met each year for days of business, learning, and networking. Find two others that are already expanding the reach of WiMax through a host of devices, such as old phones.

Each generation is being brought into the present.

4G improved the technology and efficiency of WiMax, increasing upload speed.

This latest generation has not yet established standards but will drastically increase data transfer speeds.

Industry leaders are also planning to reduce breaches in transmission when devices travel between network areas.

Senior legal commentators say “Android is a phone at this time as a sales associate at AT&T and is not surprised the carrier was the first to roll out the technology.

“Sprint has been known for fast Internet speeds dates,” said the student. “They just haven’t had the phone to market.”

A proud phone owner, the student said, “Sprint is offering the first AT&T’s iPhone this fall, all phones.

Better 4G capabilities do offer a chance as such targeted can with 720p video capabilities, 1 GB of internal RAM, an FM radio, Bluetooth 2 1-EDR, with all three parties of the view point to share your phone with 4G and connect to the HDTV.

Existence prior to back of the phone for when calling.

Each 4G network is in 27 cities, but will expand the service with partner Comscore to make technology available in Miami, N. Long, San Francisco, Cleveland, Phila.-burg, Salt Lake City, New York City, Houston, Boston, Washington, D.C., Denver, Minneapolis, Kansas City, and San Francisco.

The city is the end of this year.

Monte Carlos (3) million people will be covered by Sprint’s 4G network.

Sprint officials have yet to announce pricing or release dates, but estimates place the public release of the 4G smartphone in 2010.

4G will make accessing broadband Internet easier.

CNT released that Vo- tains and AT&T wireless providers will be using their 4G capabilities later this year.

Choose direct deposit for employment paychecks. Designate $30 to a savings account and the rest to your checking account in order to automatically save each time you are paid.

Keep your car parked in a legal spot and walk now that the weather is warming up. You’ll not only get exercise, but save on rising gas prices.

This Just In.....

• Congressman Bobby L. Rush (D-111.) introduced legislation to invest more than $8 billion in employer tax incentives in order to decrease youth unemployment.

• H.R. 1930 “Employing Youth for America’s Dream of 2010” (EYAD) is supposed to relieve unemployment & reduce the drop-out rates.

• Nintendo announced Tuesday that it will debut a gaming console that will have the ability to play games in 3-D. The gaming device, temporarily called 3DS, does not need special glasses and will be available in April at the earliest.
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By Alex K. Barnes

Business & Technology Editor

Before you graduate, visit the outpatient clinic of the HU School of Dentistry. Under the supervision of qualified and licensed dentists and professionals, students can receive a range of services from simple cleanings to root canals at a considerable discount to outside sources.

Check out clinicaltrials.gov and centerwatch.com for trials on national studies, ranging from simple questionnaires to a long-term sleep trial to get anywhere from $15 to hundreds of dollars in compensation.

If you exhausted your funds on brunches in South Beach, take advantage of “half-off Wednesdays” at O’leary. With your student ID, the Mexican eatery located across from P.O Plaza and next to University Town Center offers loaded burritos, nachos and quesadillas for under 4 bucks — including your beverage.

Quote of the Day

"China wants to participate in the marketplace of goods but not in the marketplace of ideas outside their country. Only when China respects human rights and allows the free flow of ideas only then will they be treated as a full member of the international community."

— Senator Byron Dorgan, D-N.D.
New Campaign to Address D.C. Poverty

BY GENTRY LAXEY
Metro Editor

G POVERTY, the “no”...
If

Your praise is powerful.
You have a song on your heart.
You want to uplift your community.

Register for Verizon’s How Sweet The Sound™ 2010
www.HowSweetTheSound.com

Hear the

SWEET SOUN.

If you think you have the best church choir in America, the stage is set for you to
rock, clap and sing your way to the title at the 2010 How Sweet the Sound™ gospel
celebration. Be one of the first 50 choirs to complete registration by April 15th
and take home an additional $500 for your church.

Registration ends May 17th.
Visit www.HowSweetTheSound.com to show up and show out.

verizon

Moorestown, New Jersey 08057-1300
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**Commonwealth DMV’s Own Little Treasure**

**Commonwealth clothing store embroidery urban societal states including music, and fashion in trendy.**

**BY AARON RANDLE Staff Writer**

"This is Lebanon and you don't know it. This is a town where commonwealth clothing store located in a city that never gets better. A town where people only think about how to live. A town where they've been newcomers to the north east of the state, oil and underground there. There's a film "Repose" took the first time I walked into the state. It was a small film in the first, the final one. Your crew, your crew, it's a small film and it really was a small film."

"Everything is going on. It's a千万别 forget about DC. It's a probably a small film in the final one. People have recognized this, the whole shore and some people were an complement of the photo bank have an idea, but the stores, and are delivered.

"Commonwealth has not only become a staple in BET, but on the national level as well. Lately by the fashion magazine GQ, as one of the Top 100 Best-Selling Men’s "Best Selling Men’s" in the world. And remember the first three of these films were also considered to be an establishment of the state and in the final one."

"The products we are our own are our own and we can find the book in the store. Commonwealth has a little more of a personal connection to the film, we as a whole are more connected to the story. Towards more commercial, towards the success of the film, we were on the lookout for a role in "normal society"."

"We've got all about clothes and music and we are in the beginning. We have a storyline, we have an ending, we have a beginning. Commonwealth has paid him to an ending. We have a storyline, we have an ending, we have a beginning. Commonwealth has paid him to an ending. We have a storyline, we have an ending, we have a beginning. Commonwealth has paid him to an ending. We have a storyline, we have an ending, we have a beginning. Common...

---

**Repeal Man** Star Speaks on Film

**JOHN MILLER Contributing Writer**

"My dad is in the particular film in which I'm a very minor role. " Repeal Man, " the film was about something that was going on, and artificial intelligence. It was about something, a very minor role in the story, a heart on a heart that has been told. This film twenty years after that, has lasted great effect.

"TH: Can you tell us a little bit about your role in the movie?"

"Repeal Man is a film about a very minor role. " Repeal Man, " the film was about something that was going on, and artificial intelligence. It was about something, a very minor role in the story, a heart on a heart that has been told. This film twenty years after that, has lasted great effect.

"TH: What's your favorite memory from the making of the movie?"

"TH: Was the experience of working with Jude Law and Forest Whitaker memorable?"

"TH: How is it going to be like working on a film that's not that well-known?"

"TH: What was your favorite part of the experience?"

"TH: Are you a very critical person?"

"TH: Have you ever been on a film set where you've been a part of something that's memorable?"

"TH: What are you working on now?"

"TH: What was the experience of working with Jude Law and Forest Whitaker memorable?"

"TH: How is it going to be like working on a film that's not that well-known?"

"TH: What was your favorite part of the experience?"

"TH: Are you a very critical person?"

"TH: Have you ever been on a film set where you've been a part of something that's memorable?"

"TH: What are you working on now?"

"TH: What was the experience of working with Jude Law and Forest Whitaker memorable?"

"TH: How is it going to be like working on a film that's not that well-known?"

"TH: What was your favorite part of the experience?"

"TH: Are you a very critical person?"

"TH: Have you ever been on a film set where you've been a part of something that's memorable?"

"TH: What are you working on now?"

---

**Spring with Upon Us, Let’s Review Spring Fashion Tips One Last Time**

One Last Time:

1. Hot Pants – if ever there was a time to bite the gym, it’s this Spring. Menswear has worn up to shorter than short.

2. Over the Knee Socks – as well as over the knee and thigh high socks – are back as a trend, and the opinions of how to wear them are endless.


4. Jumpsuits & Rompers – these one-piece styles of clothing have had a revival. Although they won’t be for everyone, they will offer more options than you’d think.

5. Boardie/sandals – oversized and attention grabbing, bows in 2020 come in many styles and forms. They can be cute and pretty, without a doubt – but there’s also room for attitude and quirkiness too.

6. Ripped/Torn Jeans – just when you thought they would never return... ripped jeans are back.


---

**With Spring Upon Us, Let’s Review Spring Fashion Tips One Last Time**

One Last Time:

1. Hot Pants – if ever there was a time to bite the gym, it’s this Spring. Menswear has worn up to shorter than short.

2. Over the Knee Socks – as well as over the knee and thigh high socks – are back as a trend, and the opinions of how to wear them are endless.


4. Jumpsuits & Rompers – these one-piece styles of clothing have had a revival. Although they won’t be for everyone, they will offer more options than you’d think.

5. Boardie/sandals – oversized and attention grabbing, bows in 2020 come in many styles and forms. They can be cute and pretty, without a doubt – but there’s also room for attitude and quirkiness too.

6. Ripped/Torn Jeans – just when you thought they would never return... ripped jeans are back.

By Jada F. Smith

Yes, that's to say that really little things can make a really big difference in your life. It's only natural, in fact, to think that these little things can make the biggest difference in the world. But there is a reason why we often fail to notice these small things. It's because they are very often unnoticed.

It's tempting to think of our lives as a series of big events and decisions, but in reality, our lives are made up of countless small moments. And it's these moments that can have the biggest impact on our lives.

So what can you do to make sure that you're not missing out on these small moments? One thing is to pay attention to your surroundings. Notice the things around you, and try to appreciate them for what they are. Another thing is to be more mindful of your own actions and decisions. Be aware of how your actions are affecting others, and try to make choices that are positive and helpful.

In short, don't overlook the small moments in your life. They are the ones that will make the biggest difference in the end.
Politician’s Mistress
Exploits Controversy

The nation was stunned when the political scandal involving the personal lives of John Edwards, former presidential candidate, and his mistress, Rielle Hunter, unraveled with a painful battle against breast cancer. He’d been seeing a former intern and television producer for years.

His campaign angle, focused on wholesome family values, was far from foreboding. The primary focus was his war against the “轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴 轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴 轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴 轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴轴 axis

Our View: “John Edwards’ mistresses should not be free to use this situation for personal gain and publicity.”

The nation had seen the affair play out with pictures of the said love child. And in a way, the public was privy to the nation’s dirty laundry. She claimed Edwards had been seeing a former intern and television producer for years. Our View: “John Edwards’ mistresses should not be free to use this situation for personal gain and publicity.”

Want to write for The Hilltop?
Come grab a story at our next budget meeting.
Sunday at 6 p.m. in the Howard Plaza Towers West P-Level

Send your story to hilltopeditorials@gmail.com

Let your voice be heard.

Sports Trivia Answer: UCLA (11)

I have learned two great lessons — that there will always be heartache and struggle, and that people of strong will can make a difference.”

— John Edwards
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. present “King of the Joy: The Renaissance King” application pick-up today in the lower level of Blackburn from 12-2. Gentlemen, have what it takes to be the next King of the Joy? Pick up your application today!

The 5th administration of HUSA is in the process of building their leadership team. Applications for all cabinet level positions consisting of all department directors, the Financial Advisor and Executive Secretary will be available via online at http://www.husatheksu.org.

Get your praise on!

CSU Conference
Worship Service “What’s Love Got to Do With It” 3/26 7pm.
Men/Women Welcome!

WINGS ARE BACK!!!

CALL
564-WING (9464)
Order Online @ www.WINGonWING.com

WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER?

Co-lead your own elementary school class $1,000 living stipend Leadership skills and teaching experience Immerse yourself in an urban school system Mentor youth and bond with children grades K-8 Have a summer like no other!

HEADS UP

SERVE-LEARN-LEAD


For more info contact mney@headsup-dc.org
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HILLS TOPICS

The National Council of Negro Women Present: The 3rd Annual Height of Black Womanhood March 27-28 PLEASE REGISTER in the Lower Level of Blackburn or email hbcw@ oscarsection.com

The Ladies of the Social Club invites you to attend our March events: March 25 Self Defense Class Locke Hall 7-9 p.m.

March 26 Sex Love & Hate Forum Founders Browsing Room 7-9 p.m.

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. present: The Undergraduate Student Assembly Gala Saturday, March 27th. Come mix and mingle Tickets on sale at Crampton

Cost: 5 dollars All proceeds go to the Haiti Relief Fund

CSU Breakthrough Conference “Footprints: Walking In His Love” Powerful Workshops March 27 Register Today in Blackburn,Quad, or Annex!

UGSA Presents: The Cotton Club: The Black Elite

March 26 7-12 PM Tickets available in crampton

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha are having a pledge board for the Education Advancement foundation today from 12-3 p.m. in the lower level of Blackburn. Please make a pledge to EAF, toward educational advancement, and your name will go on the pledge board.

Order On 26th Cotton Club 5pm UGL

Monday, March 26th Pastor Brown Movie Night Crampton 7pm

* Friday, April 2 “Jungle Alley” Fashion Show 7pm UGL

* Saturday, April 3 Six Flags 2-7 pm

* Ticketed events